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Abstract
Introduction The level of administered activity in radio-
nuclide therapy is often limited by haematological toxicity
resulting from the absorbed dose delivered to the bone
marrow. The purpose of these EANM guidelines is to provide
advice to scientists and clinicians on data acquisition and data
analysis related to bone-marrow and whole-body dosimetry.

Materials and methods The guidelines are divided into
sections “Data acquisition” and “Data analysis”. The Data
acquisition section provides advice on the measurements
required for accurate dosimetry including blood samples,
quantitative imaging and/or whole-body measurements
with a single probe. Issues specific to given radiopharma-
ceuticals are considered. The Data analysis section provides
advice on the calculation of absorbed doses to the whole
body and the bone marrow. The total absorbed dose to the
bone marrow consists of contributions from activity in the
bone marrow itself (self-absorbed dose) and the cross-
absorbed dose to the bone marrow from activity in bone,
larger organs and the remainder of the body.
Conclusion As radionuclide therapy enters an era where
patient-specific dosimetry is used to guide treatments,
accurate bone-marrow and whole-body dosimetry will
become an essential element of treatment planning. We
hope that these guidelines will provide a basis for the
optimization and standardization of the treatment of cancer
with radiopharmaceuticals, which will facilitate single- and
multi-centre radionuclide therapy studies.
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Bone marrow

Introduction

The ultimate goal of bone marrow dosimetry is to predict
the level of toxicity from radionuclide therapy and thereby
deliver the most efficient therapy with a minimal level of
adverse effects for the patient. Bone marrow is the most
radiosensitive tissue in the body and without stem cell
support it is commonly the dose-limiting tissue for
radionuclide therapy. Toxicity can be predicted via the
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establishment of the relationships between absorbed dose
and biological effect which must be established separately
for each radiopharmaceutical and for each patient subgroup.
The calculation of absorbed dose to red bone marrow is
also important in the application of radionuclide therapy to
conditioning prior to stem cell transplantation. Stem cell
support given either too early or too late will delay the
patient’s recovery or even jeopardize it. Early support will
incur unnecessary irradiation and damage to the injected
cells from activity circulating in the blood and the bone
marrow or prevent successful engraftment, whilst late stem
cell support would delay the patient’s haematological
recovery and translate into increased medical risks and
higher treatment costs.

Demonstration of the relationships between absorbed
dose and biological effect for bone marrow toxicity from
radionuclide therapy have proven elusive, although it is
likely that these exist for radionuclide therapy also. The
existence of such a relationship can be inferred from the need
for bone marrow support at higher administered activities
and the dependence of bone marrow toxicity on the whole-
body absorbed dose for 131I-tositumomab (Bexxar©) [1].
The individual sensitivity and biological effects caused by
previous treatments can confound the search for correla-
tions, especially as the dosimetry studies performed to date
[2–10] have commonly included few patients. Studies
involving larger cohorts in multicentre settings are essential
to determine the relationship as the relative standard
deviation of the absorbed dose and the biological effect
would decrease. The establishment of guidelines will
facilitate multicentre studies and enable direct comparisons
of results.

Bone marrow

The bone marrow is part of the skeleton and is spread
throughout the body, situated within the cavities of the
bones. The total weight of the bone marrow is approxi-
mately 5.0% of the whole body weight or 3,650 g for a
healthy adult male man [11]. Approximately one-third of
the total bone marrow is red marrow (1,170 g in men, 900 g
in women), which is the haematopoietically active tissue,
and the rest is yellow marrow (2,480 g in men, 1,800 g in
women), which mainly consists of fat and does not actively
produce any blood cells. Figures for bone marrow weight
mentioned above apply to the ICRP reference man [12]. All
of the bone marrow is active in the newborn. The relative
percentage between red and yellow marrow changes with
age, and the spatial distribution of red marrow within the
body also changes, from being present in almost all skeletal
bones at birth to being mainly present in the ribs (16.1%),
the thoracic vertebrae (16.1%), the lumbar vertebrae
(12.3%), the sacrum (9.9%) and the os coxae (17.5%) in

the adult [11, 13]. The percentages in parentheses represent
the percentage of total red marrow present at the respective
sites in a 40-year-old human.

All blood cells are produced in the red marrow and
originate from one single type of stem cell. In order to
maintain homeostasis 490×109 blood cells are, on average,
produced and removed from the body per day [14].
Although the bone marrow is distributed throughout the
body it is regulated as one organ/tissue which can explain
the redistribution of blood cell production after regional
irradiation. Each stem cell is in the resting G0 state more
than 90% of the time and can start to replicate if needed. It
has been suggested that an intact microenvironment is as
important as the survival of the stem cells for avoidance of
haematological toxicity. The life-span of erythrocytes is
approximately 120 days and the life-span for granulocytes,
lymphocytes and platelets is 7–30 hours, 4.4 years and
9–12 days, respectively [15].

Dosimetry

The mean absorbed dose to a target region (k) is calculated
by multiplying the number of disintegrations (the cumulat-
ed activity, eAh) in a source region (h) and the absorbed dose
to the target region per disintegration in the source region
(the S value, Sk←h). The total mean absorbed dose to a
target region equals the sum of the contributions from all
source regions:

Dk ¼
X
h

eAh � Sk h ð1Þ

The formalism as described in the MIRD Primer [16] is
utilized in this set of guidelines. A list of the symbols used
is given in Table 1.

There are three groups of contributors (source regions of
activity) to the mean absorbed dose to the bone marrow,
DBM : activity in the bone marrow itself, activity in bone,
and activity in major tissues and the remainder of the body.
Furthermore, the macroscopic self-absorbed dose to the
bone marrow can on a microscopic scale be further divided
into the contributions from activity in bone marrow cells,
activity on blood cells and activity in the extracellular fluid
in the bone marrow.

1. Activity in bone marrow DBM BM

� �
a Activity in extracellular fluid DBM ECF

� �
b activity in blood or blood components DBM BLcells

� �
c activity in bone marrow cells DBM BMcells

� �
2. Activity in bone DBM bone

� �
3. Activity in major organs and the remainder of the body

(
P
h
DBM h and DBM RoB)

The respective fractional contributions depend on the
pharmacokinetics of the radiopharmaceutical, on the dis-
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ease and on patient characteristics, for example the degree
of bone marrow involvement in a lymphoma patient.

These guidelines provide the data acquisitions and
calculations needed to perform bone marrow dosimetry.
The guidelines consist of two main sections ‘Data acquisi-
tion’ and ‘Data analysis’. The main section ‘Data acquisi-
tion’ is divided according to the type of data acquisition
needed for a specific radiopharmaceutical, i.e. whole-body
measurements, blood samples and quantitative imaging.
The ‘Data analysis’ section describes how to calculate the
self- and cross-absorbed doses from the measurements of
activity, and is divided into three subsections corresponding
to the source regions briefly described above: bone marrow

(extracellular fluid, blood and bone marrow cells), bone,
and the remainder of the body. The calculation of the
whole-body absorbed dose, which has often been applied in
the search for the relationships between absorbed dose and
biological effect, is also described in this section.

Data acquisition

The activity in the whole body as a function of time
(described in the section ‘Whole body’) should be assessed
for all radiopharmaceuticals to enable whole-body dosim-
etry and to determine the activity in the remainder of the

Table 1 Symbols used in the equations and their definitions

Symbol Definition

A0 Administered activity

Ah(t) Activity in the source region h as a function of time after administration

[A]h Activity concentration in the source region heAh Cumulated activity in source region heAh

h i
Cumulated activity concentration in the source region h

b Source thickness

blood Blood

BLcells Blood cells present in the bone marrow

BM Bone marrow

BMcells Bone marrow cells

C Measured background- and dead time-corrected count rate (counts per unit time)

d Patient thickness

Dk h Mean absorbed dose to target region k from activity in source region h

Dk Total mean absorbed dose to target region k

f Fraction of extrapolated contribution to the total cumulated activity

HCT Haematocrit. The fraction of the total blood volume that is occupied by blood cells

K Calibration factor, translating the count rate to activity

λ Physical decay constant for the radionuclide (λ=ln(2)/T1/2)

λh,j Biological disappearance constant for the jth exponential component of activity in source region h (λh,j=ln(2)/T1/2,h,j)

mk,phantom Mass of target region k for the phantom

mk,patient Mass of the target region k for the patient

plasma Plasma

rROI,BM Fraction of total bone marrow present in the region of interest (see Table 3)

rROI,bone Fraction of total bone present in the region of interest (see Table 4)

RoB Remainder of the body

RM Red marrow

RMBLR Ratio of the activity concentration in red marrow to blood

RMECFF Red marrow extracellular fluid fraction

Sk←h S value. The absorbed dose to the target region k per decay in the source region h

t1 First time point after the administration for data acquisition

tT Last time point after the administration for data acquisition

T1/2 Physical half-life for the radionuclide

T1/2,h,j Biological half-time for the j-th exponential component

WB Whole body
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body which is used in the calculation of the cross-absorbed
dose to the bone marrow. The following two sections
describe the measurements to perform if there is no specific
uptake in bone, bone marrow or components of blood. The
activity concentration in plasma alone can only be applied
to bone marrow dosimetry (the self-absorbed dose) if there
is no specific activity uptake in the components of the
blood (section ‘Blood sampling’). However, if this is the
case, then the activity concentration in the blood must be
utilized (section ‘Blood sampling’). Nevertheless, quantita-
tive imaging needs to be performed if there is specific
uptake in either the bone or the bone marrow cells
themselves (section ‘Quantitative imaging’). An exception
to the general rule on quantitative imaging is for radio-
pharmaceuticals that are only distributed in one single
organ/tissue (so that the activity in the whole body is equal
to the activity in this single organ, for example bone). The
data to be acquired and the source regions to be included
for some common radiopharmaceuticals in clinical practice
are listed in Table 2. It must be stressed that the list is
general and that each case must be judged separately as the
pharmacokinetics depend on several factors including
the choice of radiopharmaceutical, the in vivo stability of
the radiolabelling, the amount of metastatic spread to bone
or to bone marrow, and also the specific features of each
patient. Figure 1 gives a flow chart detailing the data
required for bone-marrow dosimetry for radiopharmaceuticals
not included in Table 2.

Number and timing of measurements The total number of
time points needed for data acquisition to fully describe the

activity in a source region as a function of time after
administration depends on the pharmacokinetics of the
particular radiopharmaceutical administered to each indi-
vidual patient. Similar considerations also apply to the
spread in time of the data acquisitions needed to accurately
describe the activity as a function of time. A general rule of
thumb is to include at least three measurements for each
biological uptake and/or elimination phase for the source
region in question [17].

Care must be taken to ensure that the activity as a
function of time after administration is accurately deter-
mined from the measurements. Also, poorly chosen timing
of measurements could hide an elimination phase and
thereby give the wrong cumulated activity and absorbed
dose. It is also necessary to choose the measurement time
points to ensure that the contribution to the cumulated
activity obtained from extrapolation from the first measure-
ment back to the time of administration and from the last
measurement to infinity is minimal. A method for the
analysis of the above is presented in the section ‘Data
analysis’ (Eq. 12).

Whole-body

The activity in the whole body as a function of time after
administration can be assessed either from serial whole-
body scans or from serial acquisitions by an external probe
which allows a greater number of data points [18]. The first
acquisition should be performed before any excretion of
activity in order to normalize the number of counts to the

Table 2 Contributors to the total absorbed dose to bone marrow,
DBM , for some radiopharmaceuticals used in radionuclide therapy.
Note that quantitative imaging automatically gives the total activity

present in the bone marrow, that is, the sum of the activity in the bone
marrow cells, the activity in the blood cells present in the bone
marrow and the activity freely circulating in the bone marrow

Group Radiopharmaceutical DBM

DBM BM DBM bone DBM RoB

DBM BMcells DBM ECF DBM BLcells

Monoclonal antibodies 90Y/111In-Zevalin Xa Xc X Xb X
131I-Bexxar Xa Xc X X

Peptides 90Y-DOTATOC Xc X Xb X
131I-mIBG Xa Xc X

Bone 89Sr-Cl X Xd X
153Sm-EDTMP X Xd X
186Re-HEDP X Xd X

Thyroid 131I-NaI X X

a Contribution of DBM BMcells should be included if the patient has metastatic spread to the bone marrow.
b Free 90 Y is taken up in bone.
c Contribution of DBM ECF should be included if the patient does not have metastatic spread to the bone marrow.
d The standard method results in large inaccuracies if the patient has considerable metastatic spread to the bone and has osteoporotic regions.
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injected activity. Both anterior and posterior acquisitions
should be performed at each acquisition time point. The
total acquisition time for each measurement should ideally
be chosen such that the background- and dead time-
corrected number of counts is higher than 1×104 so that
the statistical error is less than 1%.

The activity in the whole body at time T (t=T) after
administration of the radiopharmaceutical (AWB,t=T) is
calculated as the product of the administered activity (A0)
and the normalized geometric mean of the anterior (Canterior)
and posterior (Cposterior) count rates corrected for physical
decay, background and dead time, as appropriate:

AWB;t¼T ¼ A0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Canterior;t¼T � Cposterior;t¼T

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Canterior;t¼0 � Cposterior;t¼0

p ð2Þ

Blood sampling

Activity in the bone marrow can be determined from the
activity concentration in the blood or plasma if there is no
specific uptake in the bone marrow cells. It is necessary to
measure the activity concentration in the blood when there
is uptake in any component of the blood, but if the activity
is circulating freely in the plasma, the activity concentration
in the plasma can be applied. However, ideally the activity
concentration in the blood and plasma, as well as the
patient’s haematocrit (HCT, the proportion of the total
blood volume that is occupied by blood cells), should be
determined to allow certification of the absence of specific
activity uptake in any component of the blood.

Blood samples should be drawn from the arm opposite
the injection site to eliminate the risk of contamination. The

Measure activity in whole body
(see section ‘Whole body’)

Is there an activity uptake in 
bone or bone marrow?

Use quantitative imaging
(see section ‘Quantitative imaging’)

Is there an activity uptake in 
any components of the blood?

Estimate bone marrow mass 
(see section ‘Quantitative imaging’)

Measure activity in blood
(see section ‘Blood sampling’)

Determine HCT
(see section ‘Blood sampling’)

Measure activity in plasma
(see section 2.2)

Yes

Yes

No

No

Fig. 1 Method for determining
the data required to perform
bone-marrow dosimetry
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exact time point for the collection of each blood sample
must be recorded. The timing and the total number of blood
samples depends on the pharmacokinetics of the radiophar-
maceutical in the body. The blood cells can be separated
from the plasma by centrifugation.

Most commonly a well-typeNaI(Tl) detector is used for the
measurement of activity in the blood and/or plasma sample,
but a beta counter or semiconductor detector could also be
used. The response of the detector should be well character-
ized for the given radionuclide and measurement geometry so
that corrections for sensitivity (count rate per unit activity),
dead time and volume dependence (the self absorption of
radiation in the sample and the geometry effects caused by
differences in exposure of the sample to the detector) can be
applied. Quenching should also be determined if a beta
counter is used to determine the activity in blood as blood
changes the absorption of the light produced in the scintilla-
tion liquid. Alternatively, a standard with a known amount of
activity and of exactly the same volume as the blood/plasma
samples can be measured together with the samples. The
results for the standard can then be applied to convert the
count rate of the blood/plasma samples into activity.

The volume of the blood (and/or plasma) sample should
be determined either by weighing the empty and the full
tube or by pipetting an exact preset volume into the tube.
The acquisition time for measuring the activity should
ideally be chosen so that the acquired, background-
corrected, number of counts is higher than 104 so that the
statistical inaccuracy is less than 1%.

Quantitative imaging

Quantitative imaging is the method of choice if the
radiopharmaceutical has a specific uptake in either bone
marrow or bone, although an exception to the rule is when
all the activity in the whole body is taken up in one single
tissue. The preferred methodology for quantitative imaging
depends on many factors including the radioisotope,
radiopharmaceutical, scintillation camera model and ad-
ministered activity. Either planar (static images and/or
whole-body scans) or SPECT acquisitions can be used for
quantification of the activity. The inherent limitations of
these two methods must be considered when setting up the
study: a planar image cannot separate the activities in bone
and bone marrow, and SPECT is limited by its relatively
small field of view and, in general, has lower spatial
resolution. A combination of planar scintillation camera
imaging and SPECT may be preferable, and has previously
been shown to be useful [19, 20]. The planar technique is
applied to determining the shape of the curve describing the
activity as a function of time after administration of the
radiopharmaceutical and the SPECT image is utilized to
determine the absolute activity at one time point and to

normalize the activity as a function of time. Quantitative
PET could also be applied [21–23], although it is not
covered here as it is not yet established for dosimetry. An
extensive review of quantitative imaging and multimodality
imaging (SPECT/CT and PET/CT) is beyond the scope of
these guidelines, but the following recommendations
should be applicable to the vast majority of cases.

The choice of collimator and energy window settings
should be matched according to the energy of the emitted
photons. The matrix size and acquisition times should be
balanced so as not to limit the spatial resolution, nor to
keep the number of counts per pixel unnecessarily low.
The effect of dead time for the scintillation camera must
be corrected for. It is recommended that scatter is
corrected for by, for example, the double or the triple
energy window method [24, 25]. The contribution from
scatter could also be accounted for by applying an
effective attenuation coefficient, determined in broad-
beam geometry for the radionuclide and scintillation
camera settings applied, although if applicable the energy
window methods are recommended.

The conjugate view method is the most common
method for activity quantification and attenuation correc-
tion in planar images [17, 26, 27]. The conjugate view
method requires anterior and posterior images as well as
knowledge of the transmission factor e�md=2

� �
, which can

be determined on a pixel level from a transmission scan or
by recalculation of a CT scan, or for each region of interest
(ROI) simply by knowledge of patient thickness at the site
of the ROI (d) and the attenuation coefficient (μ). The
narrow-beam attenuation coefficients for different energies
and materials are tabulated, but the broad-beam attenua-
tion coefficients (including scatter) should be determined
experimentally for the given radionuclide, geometry and
tissue. A calibration factor (k) to convert the count rate
into activity must be determined for each scintillation
camera, radionuclide and energy window setting. Activity
in the source region at a given time point can be calculated
from the counts according to the equation [28]:

At¼T ¼ k � emd=2 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Canterior;t¼T � Cposterior;t¼T

p ð3Þ

The conjugate view method assumes the source to be
thin, without attenuation in the source itself, although it can
be extended to take into account self-attenuation by adding
an extra term [17]:

At¼T ¼ k � emd=2 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Canterior;t¼T � Cposterior;t¼T

p
� mb=2
sinh mb=2ð Þ ð4Þ

where b denotes the source thickness.
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It should be noted that a high activity placed close to the
surface could be more accurately determined by only one
image and not by the geometric mean:

At¼T ¼ k � emx � Ct¼T ;depth¼x ð5Þ

However, in this case the exact depth of the source (x)
must be determined.

It is essential to correct for background counts as well as
counts in over- and underlying tissues when planar images
are quantified.

A uniform attenuation correction based on either analyt-
ical [29] or iterative [30, 31] reconstruction techniques
should be applied to SPECT images.

ROIs for planar images or volumes of interest (VOIs) in
SPECT images to determine the numbers of counts in
certain regions of the image are typically drawn over the
lumbar spine or sacrum, as large proportions of the red
marrow are situated in these regions. However, ROIs/VOIs
could be applied to all anatomical locations for bone
marrow, as is important in the case of a pronounced
nonuniform activity uptake. ROIs should be drawn large
enough to include all counts pertinent to the anatomical
region in question and to account for the partial volume
effect. It is recommended that this is analysed in phantom
images beforehand. The decrease in spatial resolution with
increasing distance between the source and the collimator
should also be accounted for.

Estimation of bone marrow mass

The S value (SBM←BM) should be scaled by mass to the
patient-specific bone marrow mass, although this is difficult to
determine accurately. Therefore, the patient-specific bone
marrow mass (mBM,patient) is usually estimated by a linear
scaling of the reference man bone marrow mass (mBM,phantom)
by the whole body mass of the phantom (mWB,phantom) and the
patient (mWB,patient):

mBM ;patient ¼ mBM ;phantom � mWB;patient

mWB;phantom
ð6Þ

However, in obese patients it is more appropriate to
replace the patient’s whole body mass in Eq. 6 with the lean
body mass [32].

Another method to estimate the patient-specific bone-
marrow mass is via the spongiosa volume, that is the
volume of the trabecular bone within which the active bone
marrow is present [33]. A study by Shen et al. estimated the
bone marrow mass from the volume of trabecular bone in
the lumbar vertebrae (L2–L4) (Vtrab,L2–L4,patient) on a CT
scan [2]. The reference man trabecular bone volume
(Vtrab,L2–L4,phantom) was assumed to equal 70.3 ml which

was the mean value of (Vtrab,L2–L4,patient) for the patients
included in the study:

mBM ;patient ¼ mBM ;phantom � Vtrab;L2�L4;patient
Vtrab;L2�L4;phantom

ð7Þ

Furthermore, it has also been shown that the spongiosa
volume for a healthy person can be estimated from anthropo-
metric measurements such as patient height, or the height and
width of the pelvis determined from a CT image [34–36].

Data analysis

The MIRD schema [16, 37] is applied for dosimetry and the
total absorbed dose to the bone marrow equals the sum of
the contributions from the relevant source regions. The
contributions from activity specifically taken up in the bone
marrow DBM BM

� �
, the bone DBM bone

� �
and the remain-

der of the body DBM RoB

� �
, respectively, should be

considered and summed in order to calculate the total
absorbed dose to the bone marrow DBM

� �
:

DBM ¼ DBM BM þ DBM bone þ
P
h
DBM h þ DBM RoB ¼

¼ eABM � SBM BM þ eAbone � SBM bone þ
P
h

eAh � SBM h

þ eARoB � SBM RoB

ð8Þ
The contribution from other major sources organs with a

high activity uptake, of which the liver is one example, is
included in the term

P
h
DBM h, and sources of activity

distributed elsewhere in the body is gathered in the last
term DBM RoB, for the remainder of the body.

The self-absorbed dose to the bone marrow DBM BM

� �
is further divided into the contribution from the activity in
the bone marrow cells, the blood cells that traverse into the
bone marrow space and the extracellular fluid:

DBM BM ¼ DBM ECF þ DBM BLcells þ DBM BMcells ¼
¼ eAECF þ eABLcells þ eABMcells

� �
� SBM BM

ð9Þ

Each of the sections below opens with a more thorough
description, and Table 2 gives advice on which source
regions to consider for some common radiopharmaceuticals
and patient subgroups.

Cumulated activity The cumulated activity eAh

� �
, (i.e. the

number of decays in the source region) is obtained from the
area under the curve describing the activity in the source
region as a function of time after administration. The
cumulated activity can be calculated by several methods,
for example by determination of the integral over time for
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an exponential equation fit to the curve (Eqs. 10 and 11),
trapezoidal integration and Riemann integration.

eAh ¼
Z1
0

AhðtÞdt ð10Þ

AhðtÞ ¼
X
j

Ah;j � e�t lh;jþlð Þ ð11Þ

where λ is physical decay constant and λh,j the biological
disappearance constant for the jth exponential component.
The activity corrected to the time of administration of the
radiopharmaceutical should be used when the physical
decay constant is added separately, as described here. An
initial uptake phase of the radiopharmaceutical could be
modelled by the application of a negative Ah,j in Eq. 11. A
good fit to the measured data should be found before the
cumulated activity is calculated [38]. The cumulated acti-
vity is generally calculated from the time of administration
of the radiopharmaceutical to infinity as denoted in
Eq. 10.

Extrapolation from the first measurement to time zero
(t=0) and extrapolation from the last measurement to
infinite time are often needed to determine the total
cumulated activity. A useful measure to estimate the
uncertainty due to the extrapolations is to calculate the
fraction of the cumulated activity that is delivered during
the time period of the measurements of the activity, that is
the ratio of the cumulated activity for the time interval
between the first and the last measurements (t1 and tT,
respectively) and the total cumulated activity (from zero to
infinite time). It is recommended that the fractional
contribution (f) from the extrapolations is less than 20%:

f ¼ 1�

RtT
t1

AðtÞdt
R1
0
AðtÞdt

0BBB@
1CCCA ð12Þ

S values Most published S values for bone and bone
marrow (ICRP report 30, MIRD pamphlet 11, MIRDOSE2,
MIRDOSE3 and OLINDA/EXM [39–42]) use the same
source of anatomical data. Spiers et al. determined chord
length distributions for the spongiosa (bone marrow cavities
and bone trabeculae) for a 44-year-old man and applied the
CSDA (continuous slowing down approximation) to calcu-
late absorbed fractions for bone and bone marrow [43–45].
The ICRP 30 S values were based on these calculations.
Eckerman and Stabin [46] extended the work of Spiers et
al. to more bone regions and applied Berger’s energy/range
relationship to determine the regional and skeletal averaged

S values published in MIRDOSE3 [41] and OLINDA/EXM
[42, 47]. Bouchet et al. applied the EGS4/PRESTA
radiation transport code to perform Monte Carlo simula-
tions to calculate S values for the Spiers geometry of the
bone and bone marrow [48–50]. S values for alpha particles
were also determined [51]. Analyses comparing published
S values attribute differences to several factors: mass of the
target region, and differences in the calculation of the
absorbed fractions and weighting schemes for calculation of
skeletal averaged S values [50, 52, 53]. Bolch and co-
workers have developed skeletal models based on more
subjects and have combined macro- and microscopic levels
of trabecular bone and marrow cavities (spongiosa) to allow
new models to be more patient specific [54].

The S value for the self-absorbed dose is generally
scaled according to the mass, whilst the S value for the
cross-absorbed dose is considered to be independent of the
mass and therefore is not scaled [55]. Previous studies have
shown that calculations of absorbed dose to bone marrow
that consider the patient-specific bone marrow mass give
an improved correlation with toxicity [2, 56] and it is
therefore recommended that the S value is scaled to the
patient-specific bone marrow mass according to the
following equation:

S BM BMð Þ;patient ¼ S BM BMð Þ;phantom �
mBM ;phantom

mBM ;patient
ð13Þ

Self-absorbed dose to the bone marrow DBM BM

� �
The total self-absorbed dose, on a macroscopic scale, to the
bone marrow consists of contributions from activity in the
extracellular fluid, blood cells and bone marrow cells
(Eq. 9).

Contribution from activity in the extracellular fluid
DBM ECF

� �
The so-called blood method [57] is based on the assump-
tion that the activity concentration in the extracellular space
within the bone marrow equals the activity concentration in
the plasma. The activity concentration in the bone marrow
can therefore be calculated via the activity concentration in
plasma combined with the red marrow extracellular fluid
fraction, which is assumed to equal 0.19 (RMECFF=0.19)
[57]:

DBM ECF ¼ eAplasma

h i
� RMECFF � mBM ;phantom

� S BM BMð Þ;phantom ð14Þ

The cumulated activity is calculated from the curve
describing the activity concentration as a function of time
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and is denoted eAplasma

h i
for plasma, as in Eq. 14 above. It

is not necessary to estimate the patient-specific bone
marrow mass when the blood method is applied as it
cancels out in Eq. 14 when the S value is scaled (due to the
use of the activity concentration in blood and plasma).
Therefore the S values for the phantom (S(BM←BM),phantom)
must be included rather than a patient-specific S value.

Contribution from activity in blood cells DBM BLcells

� �
The activity concentration in the blood can also be used to
calculate the activity in the bone marrow. The total activity in
the blood is the sum of the activity circulating freely in the
plasma and the activity uptake in blood cells. The HCT, which
expresses the proportion of the blood volume that is occupied
by blood cells, can be applied to calculate the activity
concentration in the plasma and thereby in the bone marrow if
there is no specific activity uptake in blood cells [57]. The
activity concentration in the bone marrow can be estimated
from the activity concentration in the blood by a factor called
the redmarrow-to-blood activity concentration ratio (RMBLR):

A½ �plasma ¼
A½ �blood

1� HCT
ð15Þ

A½ �RM
A½ �blood

¼ RMBLR ¼ RMECFF

1� HCT
ð16Þ

The RMBLR can also be applied if there is a specific
activity uptake in blood cells, but the RMBLR will be
changed as blood cells are transported into the bone marrow,
and Eq. 15 can therefore not be applied. Equation 16 can be
applied, although with a modified value for the RMBLR.

The cumulated activity is calculated from the curve
describing the activity concentration as a function of time
and is denoted eAblood

h i
in the following equation:

DBM BLcells ¼ eAblood

h i
� RMBLR � mBM ;phantom

� SBM BM ;phantom ð17Þ

As already described, it is not necessary to estimate the
patient-specific bone marrow mass when the blood method
is applied as it cancels out in Eq. 17 when the S value is
scaled (due to the use of the activity concentration), and
therefore the S values for the phantom (SBM←BM,phantom)
must be included rather than a patient-specific S value.

The RMBLR has been found to be different for different
radiopharmaceuticals. Originally the activity concentration
in the bone marrow was set to equal the concentration in
the blood for radiolabelled monoclonal antibodies, although
later this approach was considered as too conservative.
Sgouros recommended a RMBLR of 0.36, based on a
theoretical investigation of radiolabelled monoclonal anti-

bodies [57], and this value is in line with the recommen-
dations of the AAPM (American Association of Physicists
in Medicine) of 0.2–0.4 [58]. A RMBLR of 1 has been
found suitable for 131I-NaI [59] as well as for 177Lu-peptide
[4]. It has also been shown that the RMBLR might not be
constant over time for all radiopharmaceuticals [60].

Contribution from activity in bone marrow cells
DBM BMcells

� �
The activity in the bone marrow cells must be estimated via
quantitative imaging of the activity in different regions of
the bone marrow. ROIs are drawn over suitable locations on
the acquired images and the activity in the ROI is
determined. Most commonly the activity in the sacrum
[28] or the lumbar vertebrae (L2–L4) [2] is determined,
although ROIs over the upper humerus and femur have also
been utilized [61]. The total activity in the bone marrow is
estimated from the regional uptake by rescaling the fraction
of the total bone marrow that is represented by the ROI:

DBM BMcells ¼ eAROI � SBM BM

�
rROI ;BM ð18Þ

where rROI,BM is the factor rescaling the activity in the bone
marrow within the ROI to the whole bone marrow. The
fractions of total activity in the bone marrow of various
sites are shown in Table 3. However, the amounts in the
bone marrow of the different sites vary with age, and
Table 3 is only applicable to the healthy adult.

Activity in bone DBM bone

� �
The activity in bone can be determined from an ROI over
the whole body if the activity is only present in bone or
from ROIs drawn around single bones, for example left and
right femur. The total activity in the skeleton is subse-
quently determined using the fraction of total bone present
within the ROI (rROI,bone), as shown in Table 4. The value
of rROI,bone is 1 if an ROI over the whole body is utilized.
Alternatively, the regional activity can be used to calculate
the absorbed dose to bone marrow for a separate region if
regional skeletal S values are applied [46].

The absorbed dose to the red marrow is dependent on the
spatial distribution of the radionuclide within the bone:

DBM bone ¼ eAbone � SBM bone

�
rROI ;bone ð19Þ

There are four factors to consider: (1) amount of activity
in trabecular bone, (2) amount of activity in cortical bone,
(3) amount of activity uniformly distributed over the bone
volume, and (4) amount of activity distributed over the
bone surfaces. ICRP Report 30 recommends that the
activity is uniformly distributed over the bone volume if
the radionuclide in use has a physical half-life longer than
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15 days and is uniformly distributed over the bone surfaces
if the physical half-life is less (as the activity will decay
before it is distributed throughout the bone volume) [40].

Contribution from major organs and the remainder
of the body DBM h

� �
Single major organs can contribute considerably to the total
absorbed dose to the bone marrow [4]. The cumulated
activity in the source region h can be assessed from
quantitative imaging and subsequently multiplied by the
relevant S value:

DBM h ¼ eAh � SBM h ð20Þ

The cumulated activity for the remainder of the bodyeARoB

� �
is calculated as the difference between the cumulat-

ed activity for the whole body and the sum of the cumulated
activity in all source regions h except the remainder of the
body:

DBM RoB ¼ eAWB �
X
h

eAh

 !
� SBM RoB ð21Þ

The reciprocity theorem (i.e. Sk h ¼ Sh k) is used to
calculate the S value for the remainder of the body [55] if
the only source regions can assumed to be the bone marrow
and the remainder of the body [3, 32, 62] according to the
following equation:

SBM RoB ¼ SBM WB � mWB;phantom

mWB;phantom � mBM ;phantom
� SBM BM � mBM ;phantom

mWB;phantom � mBM ;phantom

� �
� mWB;phantom

mWB;patient
ð22Þ

However, when more than two source regions are involved
the generally applicable equation [62] is as follows:

SBM RoB ¼ SBM WB � mWB;phantom

mWB;patient
� mBM ;phantom

mBM ;patient
� SBM BM � mBM ;phantom

mRoB;patient
� mBM ;phantom

mBM ;patient
�

�
X
h

SBM h � mh;phantom

mRob;patient
� mBM ;phantom

mBM ;patient

ð23Þ

Note that the mass of the remainder of the body, mRoB, in
Eq. 23 equals the mass of the total body minus the sum of
the mass of all source regions:

mRoB ¼ mWB � mBM �
X
h

mh ð24Þ

Absorbed dose to the whole body DWB WB

� �
The absorbed dose to the whole body is often used as a
surrogate for the absorbed dose to the bone marrow and has
been applied in investigations of the relationship between
the absorbed dose and the toxic effect on the bone marrow
[63–65]. If the activity is assumed to be uniformly
distributed, then Eqs. 8 and 13 will be simplified into the
calculation of the mean absorbed dose to the whole body:

DBM � DWB ¼ eAWB � SWB WB � mWB;phantom

mWB;patient
ð25Þ

The mean absorbed dose to the whole body should be
calculated from measurements of the activity in the whole

body. The self-absorbed S value for the phantom should be
scaled by the whole body weight to improve the accuracy
in the calculated absorbed dose [66].

General remarks

The dosimetry methods discussed here can be considered as
a robust baseline, although more sophisticated dosimetry
methods could be applied, for example activity quantifica-
tion on a voxel level, activity quantification from PET,
PET/CT and SPECT/CT images and patient-specific 3-D
voxel-based calculations of the absorbed dose, by either
convolution with a dose-point kernel or Monte Carlo
simulations.

The methods may be used to calculate the mean
absorbed dose over the whole bone marrow compartment.
A nonuniform absorbed dose might be caused by a
nonuniform activity distribution within the bone marrow
itself or by the cross-absorbed dose from major tissues
other than the bone marrow. It is, however, recommended
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that the average over multiple regional sites, together with
the minimum and maximum, should be calculated if the
bone marrow uptake is noticeably inhomogeneous.

A nonuniform absorbed dose can also be a result of
differences in scattering properties close to the interfaces
between bone and soft tissue [67, 68]. The cellularity of
different macroscopic bone marrow regions varies in the
healthy adult, and treatment with external beam radiother-
apy might increase the variation. Inclusion of bone marrow
cellularity in the calculations could be considered [32, 47,
51], but it has been shown that cellularity is only of
importance for low-energy electrons so the relatively small
impact of using the patient-specific cellularity may not
justify the extra cost. Furthermore, the distribution of bone
marrow stem cells is not uniform within the bone marrow
cavities in the trabecular bone. Watchman et al. [69] found
a linear relationship between the concentration of haema-
topoietic stem cells and distance from the trabecular bone
surface.

The absorbed dose, i.e. the deposited energy per unit
mass, is inversely proportional to the mass of the target
region. However, the macroscopic mass of the bone
marrow is difficult to determine because of its anatomical
spread throughout the body. Newer image-based methods
for estimating bone marrow mass include MRI [70] and
PET, via either 52Fe [71] or 18F-FLT [72].

A bone marrow biopsy could be performed to help
determine the activity uptake in the bone marrow, although

this is associated with uncertainties [57] and only gives the
activity concentration in bone marrow at one location. A
bone marrow biopsy could also be performed to determine
the expression of a target antigen via flow cytometry.

Determination of the relationship between absorbed dose
and biological effect is dependent not only on the accuracy
in the assessment of absorbed dose, but also on the
accuracy in the assessment of the biological effect
(toxicity). The haematological toxicity assessed from blood
cell counts in the peripheral blood is used as a surrogate
measure of the true radiation damage to the haematopoietic
stem cells. However, the true bone marrow toxicity should
be assessed in terms of the damage to the stem cells which
produce all blood cells, as the decrease in the number of
peripheral blood cells could be affected by both direct cell
death caused by irradiation of the cells in the blood and the
delayed effect of the decrease in production of the blood
cells. The haematological toxicity is often assessed via
fixed grades according to toxicity schemes such as the
RTOG or the WHO grading schemes, and the choice of
toxicity scheme may influence the relationship between
absorbed dose and effect. Therefore, these relationships
should be established from values based on the percentage
decrease from a baseline value of the number of blood cells.

The level of the cytokine FLT3-L has been used as a
factor in predicting the state of recovery of the bone
marrow stem cells following toxic treatments, and thereby
their sensitivity to radiation [73–75]. Furthermore, the
microscopic structure of the bone marrow has been shown
to be perturbed after irradiation, raising the question of
whether the bone marrow damage is only due to the death
of stem cells [15].

Table 4 Weight of individual bones expressed as percent of the total
weight of the skeleton [12]

Bone Male Female

Skull 11.8±1.6 11.9±0.8

Mandible 1.2±0.2 1.2±0.2

Vertebrae and sacrum 19.0±1.6 20.4±1.5

Ribs 7.0±0.4 5.6±0.4

Sternum 1.2±0.2 1.2±0.2

Femora 15.3±1.5 15.9±0.7

Tibiae and fibulae 11.3±1.4 11.9±0.7

Pelvic bones 10.6±0.8 10.5±1.0

Feet 6.3±0.7 6.8±0.5

Humeri 5.3±0.5 4.7±0.4

Radii and ulnae 3.6±0.6 3.2±0.3

Scapulae 3.6±0.2 2.9±0.2

Hands 2.3±0.3 2.4±0.5

Clavicles 0.8±0.1 0.7±0.1

Patellae 0.7±0.1 0.6±0.1

Table 3 The percentage of total red marrow present at different
skeletal sites in a healthy adult [11, 13]

Skeletal site Percentage of red marrow

Cranium 7.6

Mandible 0.8

Scapulae 2.8

Clavicles 0.8

Sternum 3.1

Ribs 16.1

Cervical vertebrae 3.9

Thoracic vertebrae 16.1

Lumbar vertebrae 12.3

Sacrum 9.9

Os coxae 17.5

Femora, upper half 6.7

Femora, lower half 0

Tibiae, fibulae, patellae 0

Ankle and foot bones 0

Humeri, upper half 2.3

Humeri, lower half 0

Ulnae, radii 0

Wrist and hand bones 0
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